Abstract-Grouping in vision can be seen as the process that organizes image entities into higher-level structures. Despite its importance, there is little consistency in the statement of the grouping problem in literature. In addition, most grouping algorithms in vision are inspired on a specific technique, rather than being based on desired characteristics, making it cumbersome to compare the behavior of various methods. This paper discusses six precisely formulated considerations for the design of generic grouping algorithms in vision: proper definition, invariance, multiple interpretations, multiple solutions, simplicity and robustness. We observe none of the existing algorithms for grouping in vision meet all the considerations. We present a simple algorithm as an extension of a classical algorithm, where the extension is based on taking the considerations into account. The algorithm is applied to three examples: grouping point sets, grouping poly-lines, and grouping flow-field vectors. The complexity of the greedy algorithm is OðnO G Þ, where O G is the complexity of the grouping measure.
INTRODUCTION
G ROUPING plays an important role in many computer vision systems that aim at recognition of objects in images. In vision, grouping can be seen as the process that organizes image features into higher-level structures, corresponding to objects in the image. This abstract notion of grouping is formulated in many ways. We consider grouping as the task to find groups of similar elements from a set S, where S is a finite set of basic elements fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n g derived from an image. The elements of S may represent edge points in an image (found with an edge detector), locations of simple structures in the image (found by a template operation), the location and orientation of curves, etc. At any rate, S is a set of elements derived from the image by a detector, to be refined in Section 3.1. Despite its importance, there is hardly any consistency in the (implicit) definition of grouping among the various papers dealing with the subject. This lack of uniformity makes it cumbersome to compare the structure and the behavior of different grouping methods.
In most cases, the design of grouping algorithms is application-driven or method-driven. As a result, the behavior of the algorithms is hard to predict in general. In this paper, we develop a number of considerations for the design of grouping algorithms in general. The considerations may also be used to typify the difference between grouping algorithms. Our goal is not to design a generic grouping algorithm (as regarded undesirable in [50] , and we agree), but rather to take the general grouping case in vision as a reference in the design of actual grouping algorithms. The considerations reflect the rationale behind grouping, for computer vision and human vision alike.
A grouping algorithm in literature is often seen as the combination of a grouping framework and a grouping measure. For the grouping measure, the Gestalt laws still have lost little of their value [27] . These laws are often used as design considerations for grouping measures. For a modern discussion of the use of Gestalt laws in grouping and perceptual organization, see [38] . Although a large part of the behavior of grouping algorithms is determined by the behavior of the grouping measure, in this paper, we will focus on the considerations for the grouping framework. Our considerations do not deal with quantitative behavior like grouping quality or execution time. Although this quantitative behavior for a large part is determined by the design, it is also influenced by implementation issues. We choose to limit the scope of this paper by not taking these issues into account. Our goal is to provide a set of characteristics that are important to consider when designing a grouping algorithm and specifically to describe the consequences when the considerations are not taken into account by a specific algorithm.
In Section 2, we discuss the use of grouping in literature, specifically considerations, definitions, and requirements for grouping. We present our considerations for grouping in Section 3 with formal definitions. To illustrate the use of the considerations, we present a grouping framework and some examples in Section 4.
GROUPING IN LITERATURE
There are three main motivations in literature for the use of grouping in vision. The first reason is found in papers that derive their methods from the principles of Gestalt theory (see, for instance, [40] , [31] , [1] ). The general idea is because grouping works well in the human vision system [4] , [23] , it is worth a try in computer vision systems. The second reason is the principle of common-cause, found in, for instance, [44] , [45] , [27] , [36] , and later used in, for instance, [14] . It is based on the idea that many relations in visual information have a low probability to occur at random in real live images. So, when a relation is found there is a high probability that the relation is significant. Organization processes based on such relations will deliver nonaccidental structures, often representing objects in the real world. In other words: grouping is useful for real live images because our world is coherent. The third reason is that of computational efficiency, coming from a result in modelbased object recognition found in [13] . According to this result, it is critical (from a complexity point of view) to use techniques that select subsets of the data likely to have come from a single object before establishing a correspondence between data and model features.
In vision literature, the process of forming sets out of one set of single elements is denoted by a number of names: classifying, clustering, feature grouping, and perceptual organization. Different processes are denoted by the same name, making comparison of methods cumbersome. In [26] , [24] , [25] , definitions are proposed for classification, clustering methods, and hierarchical methods. The term classification is used as the general term to address all processes that form sets out of one set of single elements. Classification can be divided into clustering methods and hierarchical methods. Clustering, according to [26] , [24] , [25] , is a classificatory method which optimizes the intragroup homogeneity, where hierarchical classification optimizes a hierarchical route from single elements to population. When an element can be assigned to more than one class, the classification is called overlapping. In many papers, the term clustering is reserved for nonoverlapping classification schemes (see, for instance, [47] , [46] , [22] ). The term hierarchical is used in most papers to denote that the output of the classification process delivers multiple solutions that can be arranged in some hierarchical manner (see, for instance, [35] , [8] , [20] ). We define hierarchy as a characteristic of a process, not as a process of its own, opposing the definitions of [26] , [24] , [25] .
In the field of pattern recognition, clustering is often seen as partitioning data without label information, while classification is regarded as partitioning data with label information [9] . The term perceptual organization (or perceptual grouping) is sometimes used as a general term for all kinds of clustering or classification processes. In [40] , perceptual organization is defined as the ability to impose structural organization on sensory data, so as to group sensory primitives arising from a common underlying cause. In a number of papers, however, perceptual organization and grouping are defined more specifically. In [17] , grouping and perceptual organization are considered to be identical: a bottom-up process that clusters image features into higher level organizations, each likely to come from a single object (in [43] , however, grouping is not assumed to be strictly bottomup). Perceptual grouping of curved lines is defined in [8] as the search for and explicit description of significant curvilinear structure. In [3] , grouping is defined as a process that rearranges given data by eliminating irrelevant data items and sorting the rest into groups, each corresponding to a particular object. There is also a tendency to use the term perceptual organization for processes that are related to or inspired on the Gestalt principles (see [21] for a discussion on the Gestalt principles), see, for instance, [39] , [31] , [12] . The great diversity in definitions makes it hard to compare different grouping methods and to quickly understand the scope and use of these methods. We provide a precise definition for grouping that is applicable to a large class of grouping problems and provide precise definitions for the considerations based on our definition for grouping.
Many existing clustering techniques, like k-means [30] , graph-theoretic clustering [49] , nearest neighbor [28] , fuzzy clustering [37] , or neural networks [42] are successfully used in computer vision for instance to segment images [2] . Although the above mentioned methods are successful in part of the vision based grouping problems, there is a need for grouping algorithms tuned more towards computer vision, given the large effort that is put into making specific grouping algorithms for computer vision applications generic for vision (see, for instance, [3] , [47] ). However, little effort is put into the question which characteristics can be useful for grouping algorithms in vision applications. For clustering, in general, a formalization of desired properties is given in [46] , but not all axioms given there are applicable in computer vision settings. For instance, elements to be grouped, can share the same location and it is stated that a grouping where an element is assigned to more than one group can never be optimal. For one specific application, i.e., the clustering of line segments, in [20] , a number of requirements are mentioned. From these requirements, a grouping measure and a clustering scheme are derived. Our considerations are not limited to one application domain. In [48] , some general grouping principles are derived from findings in neuroscience. In general, the requirements given are important for perception in the presented application, but they cannot easily be translated into desirable characteristics for generic grouping in vision. The field of mathematical taxonomy [19] puts forward a number of conditions that we consider for our purposes where possible.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR GROUPING

Proper Definition
In considering the design for grouping, it is desirable to start from proper definitions [19] . As can be learned from Section 2, definitions are rarely consistent in the computer vision literature. Consideration 1: Proper Definition. The following entities are properly defined for any generic grouping framework: the target structure, the data to be grouped, a grouping, and a grouping measure.
In this paper, we choose to separate the extraction of the data (feature extraction) from the grouping process. Other choices are equally possible, for instance, [29] argues to postpone decisions on which features should be extracted. Furthermore, we choose to divide the grouping algorithm in two components, the grouping framework and the grouping measure.
Grouping in vision can be seen as the process that organizes image features into higher-level structures. The design of a specific grouping algorithm preferably starts with the definition of these structures in a model. In our view of grouping, this model consists of two parts: description of the symbols and description of the organization of the symbols. The symbols are the smallest entities into which the higherlevel structures can be decomposed, such that every symbol is equal (see Fig. 1 ). The organization describes in which way these symbols should be organized to form the higher-level structures. This organization can be based on cues using color, geometrical characteristics, or texture. Which of the cues are the most useful can hardly be said for computer vision. For human vision, Elder and Zucker [10] argue that geometric properties of boundaries play a prominent role in grouping. Given the model of the high-level structure, the next step is the collection of the data from the image that has to be grouped. The data can be seen as the instantiation of the symbols from the model.
Given the set S, grouping can be formalized in several ways, for instance, as labeling problem or as a settheoretical problem. When viewing a grouping process as a labeling problem, it boils down to finding the mapping between the elements in the image and the labels of the various groups. When viewing a grouping process as a set theoretical problem, the process boils down to finding some set covering of the set S. We choose to use a set theoretical formulation throughout this paper.
A grouping is seen as a set of subsets of S, where one subset may not be a subset of another set in the grouping. This restriction is meant to forbid groups of different abstraction levels or scopes to be mixed because this would complicate the design of a (generic) grouping method to an extend that it may be unsolvable. To illustrate this, consider an image of windmills (see Fig. 2 ). In perceptual grouping literature, often the term clustering is used for processes that are more strict then the process given by our grouping definition. Clustering is often seen as the process that results in a partition of S.
In this paper, we concentrate on grouping (as given in Definition 3.1) because, in realistic images, a substantial part of the data to be grouped may be irrelevant, making it undesirable to assign a label to it (see Fig. 3 ). A grouping algorithm is able to ignore this data since it does not strictly partition the data set S. This consideration is mentioned in the definition of grouping in [3] . Clustering methods do not have this feature by definition since they result in a covering or a partition of the elements of S. One could introduce an "irrelevant" label as a work around. In statistical literature, ignoring irrelevant data boils down to outlier detection.
Every grouping method uses a measure of (dis)similarity or alikeness (given by a nonnegative real number) to decide whether single elements or groups are to be grouped together or not. Often, the grouping measures are inspired on Gestalt principles like continuity and proximity. The grouping measure, as we define it here, is based on the (probabilistic) characteristics of the symbols as well as the structure that is specified in the model. Other possibilities are to base the grouping measure also on intragroup dissimilarity or similarity measures, see, for instance, [5] , [8] , [41] , or the use of depth cues [33] . The considerations apply to these kinds of grouping algorithms, but the definitions might differ.
To formalize the concept of data to be grouped, let I 2 I be the image to be analyzed: I : IR 2 ! B, where B is the set of possible image values. Let the output of the detector be given by D I : IR 2 ! V , where V is the set of possible results for the detector. In the discrete case, the output of the detector D assigns a value v i to every point p i 2 Z Z 2 . The elements of S are defined as follows:
where V Ã is the set of characteristics common to the elements of S.
Given the set S, we can define a grouping as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Grouping). Let S ¼ fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n g be a set of single elements, then a grouping X ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . X m g is a collection of subsets of S, such that
where X i 6 X j ; i 6 ¼ j.
A grouping measure can be defined as a function
where PðSÞ is the power set and p is fixed. We define
for all functions G. Suppose that it is more likely for a number of sets X 1 ; X 2 ; . . . X p to form one group than it is for a set of sets
The function G : PðSÞ ! IR þ 0 that only takes one set as an argument is called a homogeneity measure.
Invariance
The next consideration is standard in many computer vision algorithms.
Consideration 2: Invariance. A generic grouping framework has the ability to be invariant under a variety of transformations.
Many vision algorithms need to be invariant under translation, rotation, scaling, and other transformations. As a consequence, the grouping process will often need to be invariant under those transformations as well. Regardless of the need, there are many examples of vision algorithms that are not strictly invariant where they should be. For example, rotation invariance is often only true in an approximate sense, due to the inevitable discretization of images.
We call a grouping algorithm A invariant under operation 0 if the following mapping from the configuration space to the output space:
Multiple interpretations
The third consideration seems specific for grouping in computer vision, where in statistical clustering such a consideration will rarely be found.
Consideration 3: Multiple Interpretations.
A generic grouping framework has the ability to assign one symbol to more than one group. In images (for instance, engineering drawings), parts of an image can semantically be part of more than one object (see Fig. 4 ). For instance, corner points and crossing points are members of two lines or lines can be members of more then one square. Not assigning a corner point to both lines would raise a fundamental topological problem to which line the point should be assigned. Having the possibility to assign a data element to more than one group solves this problem. As a consequence, methods that result in partitions of the data set S are less useful as generic grouping methods in vision.
The possibility to have overlapping groups in a grouping is used in [32] in the field of information retrieval. In vision, the notion of overlapping groups in a grouping, in general, is mentioned in [43] . More specifically, in [7] the need to handle intersecting curves properly in grouping is discussed, while in [6] , [34] , curves can share elements. In [15] , for instance, junctions are classified as such, but elements are not assigned to more than one structure. The drawback of fuzzy clustering [37] as a solution to the multiple clustering is that partial memberships add up to 1, implying that an element cannot be a "full" member of two or more groups.
For a formal definition of multiple interpretations, define a grouping
Multiple interpretations are possible for a grouping process if it is possible that
Equation (4) captures the difference between grouping and clustering.
Multiple Solutions
Jardine and Sibson [19] put forward the condition that a grouping algorithm should result in a hierarchy of solutions. We maintain a more general consideration holds in computer vision.
Consideration 4: Multiple Solutions.
A generic grouping framework has the ability to return multiple solutions. Multiplicity refers to the fact that many scenes do not have a unique, context-free, and semantics-free grouping. An obvious multiple solution is a hierarchy but one could insert more problem-specific structures in the grouping as well. We aim to concentrate such knowledge in the grouping measure in an effort to maintain generality.
Images are often 2D-interpretations of 3D-scenes. Parts of such images can frequently be interpreted in different ways, due to 3D-ambiguity or occlusion (Fig. 5) . But, also in strictly 2D images like engineering drawings, it can be possible to have more than one interpretation of a local scene (Fig. 6) . Which is the "right" interpretation of a scene cannot always be determined with just the local information. Since the use of global or higher order information is unavoidable, the grouping method cannot always decide which interpretation is right, but as a solution could give more than one possible interpretation of a scene. This consideration is discussed, for instance, in [20] , [17] for line grouping algorithms in computer vision.
With the generation of more than one possible solution, the question arises how to organize the solutions. Hierarchical organization is mentioned in [5] , [8] , [16] , [43] , [20] based on three reasons: interpretation of a scene is dependent on the scale at which it is observed, hierarchical methods are computationally efficient, and visual recognition by humans is hierarchical. In [20] , it is argued that, for straight lines it is easy to see that a hierarchy or ordering makes sense, see Fig. 7 .
Despite the importance and usefulness of hierarchical methods in computer vision, hierarchical methods are limited in the sense that two solutions that are really alternative or competing, as the two interpretations of Fig. 5 , cannot be represented by a single hierarchy. The most general (though perhaps not most practical) interpretation of the result of a grouping algorithm is to see the result as a set of hierarchies of groupings, as is shown by two example hierarchies in Fig. 5 .
Hence, we distinguish three types of grouping processes:
. Those that result in a single grouping.
. Those that result in a hierarchy of groupings.
. Those that result in a set of hierarchies.
It is clear that the resulting space form the three types shows increased complexity, where each type is a superset of the previous type.
The consideration of multiple solutions can be formulated as follows, where MðSÞ ¼ fX jX is a grouping of Sg: A grouping algorithm A allows multiple solutions if it is possible that A : S ! PðMðSÞÞ.
To formalize a hierarchy of groupings, taking previous considerations into account, a notion of ordering is needed. The ordering used in [18] to define hierarchical is not useful here since it does not allow elements to be part of more than one group. We use the following partial ordering definition. The first part of (5) states that data grouped in X should remain grouped in Y. The second part of the equation states that every group of Y somehow has its origin in a group of X . Lemma 3.3 ensures that the ordering we have chosen has the properties of a partial ordering.
Lemma 3.3. Let X ; Y; Z be groupings of S. If "" " is defined as in Definition 3.2, then "" " is a partial ordering on the groupings of S. The proof that the relation is a partial ordering, i.e., that it is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive, can be found in [11] .
A hierarchical grouping, or a hierarchy of groups can be defined as a sequence of groupings H ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X p g, where X i " X iþ1 . This definition delivers a hierarchy for groups equivalent to the hierarchy mentioned in [18] , represented by a sequence of groupings. Although the ordering function is partial, the sequence of hierarchies is totally ordered. The set of hierarchies can be derived directly from the definition of the hierarchy.
Simplicity
Following the principle advocated since Occam's razor and the Gestalt-law [27] leads us to formulate the fifth consideration. The fifth consideration is also mentioned in [19] under the concept of optimality. It can be explained as the ability to find the simplest explanation of a scene that is still valid under the used model. Consideration 5: Simplicity. A generic grouping framework has the ability to find the maximal groups according to the model.
When grouping edge points into straight lines, a configuration of points may be grouped into three groups of straight line segments (see Fig. 8 ). If there is no further evidence from the image, it is desirable for the grouping method to deliver the most "simple" grouping of the data (Fig. 8) . Simplicity of a grouping can be seen as the characteristic that, for every group in that grouping, there does not exist a superset of basic elements that is equally likely according to the grouping measure.
It should be noted that the condition of multiple interpretations is a necessary condition for simplicity of a grouping method. See Fig. 9 for an example. When looking for straight lines, the white and the black group compete for element p with equal rights. To prevent element p being assigned to the black group or to the white group on entirely accidental grounds, multiple interpretations are mandatory. The alternative is to assign p to a new, third grouping of its own, in contrast to the demand of simplicity.
To formulate simplicity, suppose the grouping measure takes p arguments, X 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X p , where A grouping process resulting in a hierarchical grouping, with grouping measure G, is simple if the following holds for the result of the grouping process:
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Fig. 7. Regardless of context, when looking for straight lines, grouping L 1 L 2 should be grouped at a lower scale than grouping So, for hierarchical grouping results, we interpret simplicity as follows: If there exists a superset of a group in a grouping that is as most as likely to occur as the group itself, then somewhere at a higher level in the hierarchy there exists a superset of this group in the grouping. If all the hierarchies in a set of hierarchies are simple, the set of hierarchies can be seen as simple.
Robustness
For any practical application, we need the following consideration.
Consideration 6: Robustness. A generic grouping framework is robust. Regarding robustness, we leave to limits due to the discrete character of the grid aside as a general problem. Robustness of a method in an assumed quasi-continuous case is interpreted here as the characteristic that a small change in the input, due to noise or measurement errors, only has as small influence on the result of the method. Of course, there is a trade-off between the discriminatory power of the method and its robustness, largely dependent on the application.
The condition of multiple interpretations is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the robustness of a grouping method. In Fig. 10 , an arbitrary small change in the element p causes the white cluster in clustering A to be formed as a subset of another cluster at a much higher level in clustering B. If element p can be assigned to both groups, the white group A (including p) can be formed at a level arbitrarily close to the original level.
The outcome of a grouping measure of the combination of two groups T and U can be calculated from their individual grouping measure GðT Þ and GðUÞ or can be calculated as GðT [ UÞ [25] . Although the first combinatorial calculation has obvious computational advantages, it cannot be guaranteed that the same groups are formed at the same level, regardless of the order of previous grouping steps. Combinatorial calculation potentially leads to nonrobustness. The second option, noncombinatorial calculation requires more computational effort, but is independent of the distribution of the element over the two sets. Hence, robustness may be ensured in the latter case.
To ensure that a grouping method is robust, the grouping measure must be robust as well. That is not a sufficient condition however. To ensure that the same groups are formed at the same level, regardless of the order of previous grouping steps, it is useful that the grouping measure is data-dependent. 
A data dependent grouping measure can be given as a function G s : PðSÞ ! IR. So, if GðT ; UÞ is data dependent it can be written as GðT [ UÞ.
To illustrate the usefulness of data-dependent distance measures, consider the example of a robust grouping measure that is not data-dependent:
GðT ; UÞ ¼ 
In Fig. 11 , it is illustrated that for this grouping measure it is not true that the same groups are formed at the same level, disregarding the order of the previous grouping steps. The groups forming group "A" are grouped at level 1 2 (assuming that the distance between two subsequent points is 1 and that the points are placed equidistant), while the groups forming group "B" are grouped at level 1 3 , meaning that the same group is formed at a completely different level, depending on the groups it was constructed from. This potentially leads to methods that are not robust.
Robustness and data-dependence of a grouping measure are insufficient to ensure a robust grouping method. Consider the situation in Fig. 12 . Assume that we are looking for continuous piecewise straight lines in an image. Solution A is just as valid a solution as B. Since the existence of both solutions A and B in the result of a grouping method cannot be guaranteed, it may happen that only one of them will appear in the results. Therefore, an arbitrarily small change in the data may cause the algorithm to prefer solution A over B or vice versa (see Fig. 13 ). The problem sketched in Fig. 13 is a problem of robustness in general. An arbitrarily small change in the elements of S, may cause a completely different result, equally likely. Consequently, a method should allow for multiple solutions to be robust in the most general sense.
To formulate this consideration of robustness, the set under change ðS [ yÞnx is denoted as S x$y . In addition, subset under change & x$y and inclusion under change 2 x$y are defined as follows.
Definition 3.5 (Subset under change
So, a set T is a subset under change of set U if it is a normal subset or a subset if the elements x is replaced by the element y.
Defintion 3.6 (Inclusion under change). 2 x$y is defined
such that x 2 x$y T iff x 2 T or y 2 T x$y . That is, an element is included under change if it is included in the set, or if it is included in the subset under change.
Suppose G is a homogeneity measure. The formation level of a grouping X can then be defined as LðX Þ ¼ max X2X GðXÞ. For grouping measures that are not homogeneity measures, the maximum can be taken over the values of the grouping measure of the components that formed X.
The minimal formation level of a set X j is denoted as LðX j Þ and is defined as follows.
Definition 3.7. The minimal formation level of a group X j within a hierarchical grouping H ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X p g is denoted as LðX j Þ and given by LðX j Þ ¼ min
For the definitions of robustness, we have to assume there exists a distance measure on the space of sets of elements S. To define robustness for nonhierarchical methods, we need some notion of distance between groups. Suppose there is a distance measure dðX i ; X j Þ assigning a distance to a pair of groupings ðX i ; X j Þ. The actual form of such a measure will depend on the application in which the grouping method is to be used. Robustness of nonhierarchical grouping methods can be defined as follows. Definition 3.8. A grouping algorithm which groups a set S into a set of groups X ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X m g with grouping measure G is called robust if 8x 2 S; 8" > 0; 9 > 0 : dðX ; X 0 Þ < "; 8y with kx À yk < ;
where X 0 is the grouping of S x$y .
So, a grouping algorithm is robust if an arbitrarily small change in a data element of a group only results in a small change in the resulting grouping. The distance measure dðX i ; X j Þ should be chosen carefully for useful definitions of robustness. A discrete measure that assigns 1 to a pair of groupings that is equal and 0 to a dissimilar pair, does not allow for any robust grouping algorithms. Rather a continuous measure is needed. A hierarchical grouping algorithm which groups a set S into a number of nested groups H ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X p g with X i 0 X iþ1 , for i < p, with grouping measure G is called robust if 8x 2 S; 8i; 8X j 2 X i ; 8" > 0; 9 > 0 :
where
p g is the hierarchical grouping of S x$y , with corresponding levels L 0 . So, a hierarchical grouping method is robust if an arbitrary small change in a data element of a group only results in a small change in the minimal formation level of that group. A grouping method that results in a set of hierarchies can be seen as robust if it is robust for all the separate hierarchies.
To introduce the notion of robustness for hierarchical methods, we used the level at which a grouping was formed, which can be assumed to be a real number. This introduces some notion of similarity between two groupings. If the difference between the levels at which the groupings are placed in the hierarchy is small, then the groupings are alike.
The definition of robustness can be altered for other small changes in the data set like addition or subtraction of points, by overloading the definition of $ in the definitions of S $ , & $ , 2 $ , and change L $ , such that they model the intended small change in the data set.
A GROUPING ALGORITHM
An Algorithm
To illustrate our considerations, we present a grouping algorithm. We choose to use a variation of the hierarchical grouping framework presented in [18] , making it possible to return more than one grouping. Following the discussion of Consideration 6, the algorithm uses a homogeneity measure, G : PðSÞ ! IR þ 0 , as grouping measure. In the hierarchical algorithm of [18] , a proximity matrix M is used in which the rows and the columns represent the different groups fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . X m g in a grouping X . The elements M ij ; i 6 ¼ j are given by GðX i [ X j Þ and M ii ¼ 0. The disjoint grouping is defined as X ¼ ffs 1 g; fs 2 g; . . . ; fs n gg. The algorithm delivers a hierarchical structure of solutions H ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X n g, with X i 0 X j for all i < j and it is easy to adjust the stop criterion in such way that the grouping stops as soon as no meaningful groups can be formed depending on the value of the grouping level (assuming that the grouping measure can be used for this task). If the grouping process is terminated early, data that have not been grouped can be marked as irrelevant and can be left out of the results. Our framework is not able to deliver a set of hierarchies. This means that equivalent alternative solutions cannot be delivered by the algorithm. Adding this feature is possible, but will be inefficient.
Taking the consideration of multiple interpretations into account, we observe that the mentioned algorithm from [18] does not allow elements to be assigned to more than one group, which means that corner points or crossing points cannot be treated correctly. Furthermore, simplicity and robustness cannot be ensured. To solve this drawback, an alternative matrix Q is defined. The columns of Q represent the groups ffs 1 g; fs 2 g; . . . ; fs n gg in the disjoint grouping, while the rows of Q represent the groups fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X m g in the grouping at a certain level. The elements Q ij are given by Gðfs i g [ X j Þ if fs i g 6 ¼ X j else Q ij ¼ 0 (since the element is already part of that group). To limit the complexity of the algorithm, the number of groups that share the same basic element, is at most v, while the number of basic elements that two arbitrary groups share, is at most w.
We restrict the number of pairs that are considered in each grouping step, by a graph H ¼ ðV H ; E H Þ, defined over all groups in a grouping, and a graph R ¼ ðV R ; E R Þ, representing the relation between the groups in a grouping and the basic elements from S. If for two groups X i and X j the corresponding edge ij is present in the graph, they are candidates to be grouped. We define the graphs as follows: Define V ffi X and E ¼ fijjdðX i ; X j Þ < tg, where dðX i ; X j Þ ¼ min s i 2X i ;s j 2X j jjs i À s j jj. The graph R is defined likewise. Other types of restrictions can be defined with the graphs H and R in a similar fashion. See Fig. 14 for the resulting Multiple Hierarchical Grouping algorithm.
Complexity
The following lemma gives the general complexity of the grouping algorithm with no practical restrictions (i.e., v ¼ n, w ¼ n, and
Lemma 4.1. Let the order of complexity of the grouping measure be given by O G . Then, the order of complexity of the unrestricted MHG is Oðn 3 O G Þ, where n is the number of data elements. The following lemma gives the complexity of the grouping method, when parameters are bound to a realistic constant. v ¼ c v < n, w ¼ c w < n, and 8v 2 V H : ðvÞ < c H < n, 8v 2 V R : ðvÞ < c R < n). 
Results
Point Set Example
In this example, we took a point set from [3] to repeat an experiment they describe. The algorithm as described in this section was implemented to group the points into straight lines as an example case. The homogeneity measure that was used, is based on the Singular Value Decomposition of a group of points, where the grouping measure is given by the variance of the points in the direction of the second principal axis. So, let every element s i in S correspond to the position of a point in the image ðs x i ; s y i Þ. Let D be a n Â 2 matrix containing all the points ðs xi ; s yi Þ. Then, the singular value decomposition of that matrix D can be determined and is given by D ¼ UAEV T , where AE is a diagonal 2 Â 2 matrix. The largest value, ' max corresponds to the variance of the positions in the direction of the first principal axis. The smallest value ' min corresponds to the variance of the positions in the direction of the second principal axis. Define ' min ðXÞ as the variance in the direction of the second principal axis of the elements of X.
The homogeneity measure GðXÞ of a set X S used in the examples in this section is defined as
To calculate the grouping measure for two single points (which is needed in the beginning of the grouping process), the grouping measure is returned to a group that consists of the two points, combined with a third point from the set S, that delivers the smallest value of the grouping measure. So, for jXj ¼ 2, the grouping measure G 0 ðXÞ is given by:
To illustrate our algorithm, we used a data set from [3] , which is given in Fig. 15a. In Fig. 15b , the result of applying our algorithm to the data without the ability to assign an element to a group more than once (the "classic" hierarchical method) is given. The algorithm was ordered to stop if the grouping measure exceeded the value of 25. Only the five largest groups were selected. With these settings, the algorithm fails to obtain results comparable to the algorithm from [3] , due to the fact that a lot of points are initially assigned to noise and, therefore, can no longer be assigned to more appropriate groups (the migration problem). In Fig. 15c , the result of applying our algorithm to the same data, but now with the ability to assign an element to more than one group is shown. To keep the complexity low, we limited the number of groups that an element can be assigned to 20 and we limited the number of elements that two groups can share to 3. The result is very similar to the result of [3] , with the difference being that our method assigns elements to more than one group (see Fig. 15d ). With the above mentioned relatively small change in the settings, the algorithm no longer suffers from the migration problem. The easy selection criteria used prevents the algorithm from assigning labels to small insignificant groups in the end, thereby ignoring irrelevant data. Furthermore, the algorithm finds the "most simple explanation" of the scene. While the "classic" algorithm does not find the maximal solution with a certain maximum grouping quality (there are a lot of points missing in the groups given in Fig. 15b) , our method does, as is illustrated in Fig. 15c ).
Since the used homogeneity measure is robust, the algorithm is robust as long as the number of elements that can be shared between to groups is set high enough and the number of groups an element can be assigned to is set high enough. It appears that with a relative low setting of these parameters (and, thus, creating only a minor overhead compared to the classic algorithm), robustness can be provided, as illustrated by the result given in Fig. 16 . Changes in the solution occur especially in regions where groups overlap because the restrictions we put on the number of elements that two groups can share and the number of groups an element can be assigned to, in principle, make it impossible for the algorithm to be robust in general. But, as can be seen in Fig. 16 , these limitations only have a minor effect. 
Poly-Lines Example
To illustrate the hierarchical nature of the result of our algorithm, we applied it to the data as given in Fig. 17a . We used the same grouping measure as we used for the example in the point set example from the previous section. The number of elements that can be shared by two groups was set to 4 in this example. The distinction between the definitions of a straight line for different scales is clearly reflected in the hierarchical result of the algorithm.
Flow Field Example
In this section, we give an example of grouping flow field data calculated from the image sequence as given in Fig. 18 . The simple homogeneity measure that was used is based on the weighted sum of the variance in orientation of the flow field vectors and the variance in the size of the flow field vectors.
Let an element s i from S correspond to a vector in the flow field given by parameters ðx i ; y i ; i ; r i Þ, where ðx i ; y i Þ is the position of the vector, i is the angle (measured counterclock wise relative to the x-axis) and r i is the size. The difference between two angles is calculated as
& The average over a set of angles 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; n is calculated iteratively (i ¼ 1; . . . ; n) as
; for ja iÀ1 À i j % and i > 1 1 ; for i ¼ 1;
where the average " equals a n . The variance of the angles is now calculated as S a set of vectors X, the variance in the orientation of the vectors S 2 of a set of vectors X, the largest difference in vector size R ¼ max i¼1;...;n r i À min i¼1;...;n r i of all the vectors in the flow field, the grouping measure for this example is calculated as:
For jXj ¼ 2, the grouping measure G 0 ðXÞ is given by G 0 ðXÞ ¼ min x2S;x6 2X GðX [ fxgÞ.
The maximum number of elements shared by two groups was limited to 4, as was the number of groups an element can belong to. Also, groups of less than six elements were regarded as irrelevant.
In Fig. 19 , the flow field is given together with four results from the hierarchy of solutions. Vectors close to hip and shoulder are grouped in more than one group, illustrating the usefulness of implementing multiple interpretations. The usefulness of the hierarchical result is shown by the order in which the vectors are grouped: First the head, arm, hip, and leg are formed, while later on the complete body is grouped as one entity.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present six design considerations for grouping in vision. There is not one broadly accepted set of design criteria on the behavior of a grouping algorithm, nor will such a unique set likely be found. However, our considerations formulate desired behavior of grouping algorithms. For each consideration, we show what will go wrong when a grouping process does not have that property. This may or may not be appropriate for a specific application at hand. As a consequence, the considerations define precisely what the algorithm aims to achieve.
The six considerations for generic grouping algorithms we propose are: proper definition, invariance, multiple interpretations, multiple solutions, simplicity, and robustness.
Additionally, we provide precise definitions for all six of them. The consideration of multiple interpretations is rarely implemented in grouping algorithms, but it will be essential for a correct interpretation of many scenes. There is a marked difference with statistical clustering where one would rarely find the consideration of multiple interpretations taken into account. The consideration of multiple solutions is often required when the correct interpretation depends on the context of the grouping task. The simplicity consideration implies that a generic grouping algorithm aims at the simplest explanation of a scene, as long as such explanation has the desired quality. The final consideration states that it is desirable for a generic grouping algorithm to be robust. When a grouping algorithm is robust, a small change in the input data does not have large effects on the grouping result. Human vision, for one, fulfills all these characteristics.
Although the considerations may be intuitively clear, formulations show that especially simplicity and robustness are hard to obey in general. In order for a grouping algorithm to be robust and simple, it is crucial that the grouping algorithm has the ability to assign one element to different groups. It should be noted that our considerations apply to deterministic and probabilistic groupings alike.
The feasibility of the considerations is illustrated with a simple example grouping algorithm, with OðnO G Þ complexity, where n is the number of data elements to be grouped and O G is the order of complexity of the grouping measure. The cause of the low complexity compared to cluster algorithms Like k-means and pair-wise clustering is in its greediness. By taking the considerations into account, we are able to improve the behavior of the classic algorithm from [18] , by making only a few minor changes. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at http://computer.org/publications/dlib.
